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Problem solving is a typical 21st century skill. Jobs increasingly involve a mixture 

of routine tasks and problem solving, for example in the development of new 

services and products. To solve problems in the areas of finance, computer 

technology, software design, medicine and other related fields, knowledge of 

mathematics is crucial. Therefore, students should be educated in mathematics and 

problem solving already from an early age, starting during their general education 

and continuing later on in the form of professional training (ACME, 2011; Hodgen 

& Marks, 2013). 

 Already in primary school, students begin to learn solving word problems. 

The exercises offered generally contain new problem situations in an everyday 

context. The students are asked to analyse these situations and find mathematical 

solutions to them. Word problems play an important role in mathematics 

education, both in the mathematics textbooks and in the standardised tests (Martin 

& Mullins, 2013). Many students, however, find it hard to apply their mathematics 

knowledge to word problems, and have difficulty in solving them successfully 

(Capraro, Capraro, & Rupley, 2012; Jacobse, 2012; Verschaffel et al., 1999; Vicente, 

Orrantia, & Verschaffel, 2007).  

Throughout the past decades, computer programmes have been designed 

to provide instructional support and feedback in word problem solving (Adams et 

al., 2014; Li & Ma, 2010). Many of these programmes are based on the problem 

solving episodes of Schoenfeld (De Kock & Harskamp, 2014). They are aimed at 

promoting students’ selfregulating skills by focussing on the following stages, 

labelled episodes: a) understanding the problem situation (episodes: read/analyse 

and explore); b) finding a solution plan (episodes: plan and implement) and c) 

checking the answer (episode: verify). These programmes help students in 

determining how to go about solving the problem items by offering hints with each 

of the episodes. The use of hints is aimed at facilitating students in learning to 

develop a systematic approach to solving word problems (Hegarty & Kozhevnikov, 

1999). Quasiexperimental research by Kramarski and Gutman (2006), Teong 

(2003), Chung and Tam (2005), Jacobse (2012), and Jacobse and Harskamp 

(2009) showed that under the supervision of researchers the use of word problem 
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solving programmmes led to moderate to large improvements in students’ problem 

solving skills. However, it also appeared that these programmes became less 

effective when used by the teachers (Dignath & Büttner, 2008; De Boer, Donker, & 

Van der Werf, 2014). In order to implement these programmes effectively, teachers 

therefore need sufficient initial classroom training and coaching (Groff & Mouza, 

2008).   

The computer programme used in our studies had already been tested in 

the studies of Jacobse (2012). We started our research by investigating whether the 

programme could be successfully implemented by primary school teachers. If the 

teachers and their students were indeed able to use the programme effectively in 

their daily practice, it would be worthwhile to undertake further studies to improve 

the programme. To enhance the programme, we studied whether an adaptation of 

the hints could lead to an increase in their usage and eventually to a further 

improvement of the students’ problem solving skills. We addressed the following 

questions: 1) Can a computer programme for word problem solving be successfully 

implemented by teachers in their mathematics lessons?, and 2) Will adaptations to 

the instructional support in the programme lead to more frequent use of hints, 

more successful use of the computer programme, and further improvement of the 

students’ word problem solving skills?  









In chapter 2 it was studied whether a hintsbased computer programme for 

word problem solving was suitable for implementation by teachers in primary 

education. For the duration of ten weeks, 280 grade five students from 12 classes 

formed the experimental sample. They worked with the computer programme 

during one lesson a week, while using their mathematics textbook during the 

remaining lessons. With each of the 80 problem items, the programme provided 

hints plus procedural questions and contentspecific suggestions for the problem 

solving episodes mentioned above (Schoenfeld, 1992). The contentspecific 

suggestions consisted of a visual representation accompanied by explanatory text. 

 

 

In the control condition, 110 grade five students from 6 classes worked during the 

same period only with their mathematics textbooks, and had no access to the 

computer programme. The teachers in the experimental condition were asked to fill 

in a logbook. From the logbooks it appeared that the teachers were capable of 

deploying the computer programme next to the mathematical textbooks. The 

teachers used the logfile data of the programme to check  at the classroom level  

whether the students made progress and if there were any students who lagged 

behind. The teachers did not check the individual students’ performance in detail. 

They claimed that their time was too limited because of more pressing school 

matters.  

In the experimental condition, the students succeeded in finishing most 

word problem items in the programme. Throughout the lessons, they were able to 

solve approximately between 6080% of the problems correctly. The hints were 

requested for an average of 33% of the items. While the usage of hints declined over 

time, the proportion of correctly solved problems with the aid of hints remained 

stable. Using the computer programme in addition to the mathematics textbooks 

improved the students’ word problem solving skills more than the use of the 

mathematical textbooks only, as in the control condition (d = .49).  

The study showed that the teachers were capable of implementing the programme 

and attaining positive results for their students. Still, the teachers would need more 

coaching in order to make optimum use of the programme and support their 

individual students. 

 



 In chapter 3, the effect of the content of the hints was investigated. Two 

conditions were compared. In the first, students were guided through the episodes 

of Schoenfeld (1992) via procedural hints. They were given only general questions 

and clues during the episodes. In the proceduralcontent condition, the hints 

offered both procedural and contentspecific clues. The latter gave directions on 

how to apply the episodes to a specific problem: e.g. they helped build a visual 

schema of the problem situation, suggested which mathematical relationships 

played a role in the problem, and finally helped the students in drawing up a 
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schema to plan the mathematical solution to the problem. (The hints in the 

proceduralcontent condition were the same as those provided in the computer 

programme in chapter 2).  

In the study, in total 105 grade six students were randomly assigned 

between the two conditions: proceduralonly versus contentprocedural. After a 

brief training, the students of both conditions participated in five lessons. They all 

managed to finish most of the word problems offered. In the proceduralcontent 

condition, hints were used for a larger number of problem items than in the other 

setting. The students also solved more problems correctly than those in the 

proceduralonly group. In addition, in the proceduralcontent condition the 

number of items solved correctly was more positively related to the usage of hints 

than in the proceduralonly condition. Finally, the scores on the problem solving 

posttest showed that the students in the proceduralcontent condition scored 

higher than their peers in the proceduralonly setting. According to the criteria of 

Cohen (1988), the effect size was moderate (d = .53). This result, however, can be 

regarded as quite considerable, taking into account that the students in both 

conditions received help and were able to practise. We therefore conclude that 

contentprocedural support has a higher impact on the improvement of students’ 

problem solving skills than proceduralonly help. The result is in line with recent 

findings of, for instance, Bulu and Pedersen, (2010), and Lee, Lim, and Grabowski 

(2010), who argue that in order to support students effectively in solving word 

problems, hints should not only contain procedural clues but also contentrelated 

information.  





 Chapter 4 focussed on the question whether solving word problems in 

dyads with the help of hints better improves students’ problem solving abilities 

than working individually. Two groups were formed, of which one was assigned to a 

collaboration version of the computer programme and the other to an individual 

version. In the collaboration version, hints related to the read/analyse episode were 

given to the student who played the role of reader and hints associated with the 

planning and implementing episodes to the student who played the role of planner. 

 

 

In this context, the students needed each other’s contributions and agreement in 

order to solve the problem. With each problem item they switched roles. In the 

individual condition, the students could consult all available hints to help them 

solve the items.  

 After two pretraining sessions, 66 grade five students of five classes were 

randomly assigned during class between the two conditions: collaborative problem 

solving versus individual problem solving. In both conditions the students were 

offered nine lessons. During the lessons, the students in the collaboration condition 

spent more time in the computer programme than their peers in the individual 

setting. However, the students in the individual condition managed to complete 

more problem items than their collaborating peers. Still, when the students in the 

collaboration condition started to work on the word problems they used hints more 

frequently than their peers in the individual condition. When they started to work 

on problems this also lead to more successfully completed items then in the 

individual condition. The difference (in percentage of problems students started 

and solved correctly) between the two conditions became increasingly clear during 

the course of the experiment. Yet, according to the results on the problem solving 

posttest there was no difference in student achievement between the two 

conditions. Perhaps, in the collaborative condition the number of lessons during 

which the students worked with the programme was too limited to enable them to 

learn to cooperate efficiently enough to solve more problems correctly than their 

peers in the individual condition. This phenomena is also observed in other studies 

of collaboration in primary education (Prinsen, Volman, & Terwel, 2006; 

Lipponen, Rahikainen, Lallimo, & Hakkarainen, 2001).  

 



 In chapter 5 we described an explorative study about the effect of hints for 

the episode read/ analyse versus hints for the episode explore on the quality of 

students’ solution plans. The goal was to find out if the hints for the episode explore 

had an extra effect, compared to the effect of read/analyse hints. If there was an 

extra effect then one may conclude that the explore hints gave students extra help 
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and should be maintained in word problem solving programmes. If, however, there 

was no extra effect then the explore hint could be left out.  

In an individual test setting, students received a hint for either the episode 

read/analyse, the epsiode explore, or a placebo hint. Students receiving a hint for 

the episode read/analyse were requested to select the core information in the text. 

The hint was aimed at enhancing their understanding of the problem situation and 

guiding them through forming the solution plan. Students receiving a hint for the 

episode explore were presented with a visual model depicting the mathematical 

relationships in the problem situation. Here the students had to explain the 

information in the hint. Apart from helping the students understand the problem 

situation, this hint also pointed them at the mathematics knowledge they needed to 

apply to solve the problem. Finally, there was a control condition where students 

received a placebo hint. It contained two pictures from which the students had to 

choose the one that was the closest related to the word problem.  

Fifty seven grade five students from five classes participated in this study. 

These students were randomly assigned to the three research conditions; there 

were 19 students in the read/analyse condition, 19 in the explore condition, and 19 

in the control condition. The three groups were offered the same word problems. 

For each problem item the students were requested to explain their solution plan 

before and after a hint was provided. The results showed that the students who 

used hints for one of the problem solving episodes were more successful in solving 

the items than their counterparts in the control group. However, the students who 

received explore hints did not perform better in formulating their solution plans 

than those who worked with read/analyse hints. This result could imply that the 

students in the read/analyse condition benefited just as much from the underlined 

key information in the word problem text as their counterparts in the explore 

condition who were shown visual representations of the relationships in the 

problem situation. The read/analyse hints may not only have triggered the 

visualisation of the problem situation but may have helped establish the numerical 

relationships in a problem in the same way as the explore hints did. So the active 

processing of underlined relevant information may be equally beneficial for the 

mental representation of the relevant relationships in a problem as a visual image 

 

 

(Hegarty, Mayer, & Monk, 1995). The outcome would imply that a computer 

programme for word problem solving could suffice with read/analyse hints and 

leave out hints for the episode explore. However, as there were only six problems to 

practice and we did not measure the transfer effect of the use of hints in a posttest 

problem solving, it is too early to conclude that explore hints have no extra effect.  

 



 In chapter 6, two studies were conducted to test whether the hints in the 

computer programme could be made easier to understand by the students. To this 

end, the textual explanations and the visual images were made easier to process. In 

an audiovisual condition, the first three episodes were supported by visual 

schemas combined with audio explanations. In a visualonly condition, the same 

information was presented via visual schemas combined with written text. The 

latter approach was also conducted in the research described in the previous 

chapters.  

 In the first study, 20 students of the fifth grade were assigned to the audio

visual condition and 21 students to the visualonly group. The students were asked 

to explain how they would solve the problem items both before and after a hint was 

offered. This was done for six word problems. The results showed that the students 

who had received audiovisual hints were better capable of explaining their 

solutions correctly than their peers who had been offered the visualonly hints.  

 In a second study, we examined whether students’ word problem solving 

skills would also improve after a free choice between audiovisual hints and visual

only hints. In this study, two groups of grade five students participated in eight 

lessons in which they were asked to solve word problems in a computer 

programme. Twenty eight students had a programme with audiovisual hints and 

thirty students used a programme with visualonly hints. It appeared that in both 

conditions the students were able to finish almost all word problems in the 

programme. The students in the audiovisual condition used hints less frequently 

but more successfully than their counterparts in the visual only condition. In the 

posttest, the students in the audiovisual condition outperformed the students in 

the visualonly condition.  
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The results of the first study seem to support our expectation that an audiovisual 

presentation of new and complex information is better understood by students 

than a visual only presentation (Clark & Mayer, 2011). The second study indicates 

that audiovisual hints have a stronger positive effect on the improvement of 

students’ problem solving skills than visualonly hints.  





 

In this dissertation, we examined whether a computer programme for word 

problem solving was sufficiently suitable for implementation by teachers in their 

mathematics lessons. Furthermore, we investigated whether adaptations to the 

programme’s instructional support would lead to a more frequent use by the 

teachers and to improved word problem solving skills of students. In this section, 

the main findings of Section 7.2 are discussed. Section 7.3.1 deals with the 

implementation, and sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.4 are focussed on the adaptations to the 

instructional support delivered by the programme.  

 



The implementation study (Chapter 2) showed that the computer 

programme was usable and effective in school practice. It appeared to be no 

problem for the teachers to include the computer programme sessions of the 

individual students in their daily mathematics lessons. All 12 teachers that started 

to use the programme also finished it. The students of the 12 classes finished 

almost all of the 80 items in the programme (M= 73, SD = 7.13). The teachers 

organised their classes in such a way that students could skip most of the word 

problems in their textbook and instead work on the items in the computer 

programme. The teachers sometimes used the episodes of problem solving from the 

computer programme to explain word problem solving to their students. But they 

made little progress in their use of the episodes during this study. Almost all 

teachers checked their students’ performance in the computer programme every 

week. But, they hardly used the information to provide extra instruction or to help 

 

 

students who had low scores. The teachers claimed that their was too little time in 

their lesson schedule to pay attention to the work of the individual students.  

The students consulted hints for 32% of the items. On average the students 

succeeded in answering 60% to 80% of the problems correctly. Students gave 

incorrect answers sometimes, but did not always use the hints. With more frequent 

use of hints the students could have been more successful. Hints use was lower 

than in the experiments by Jacobse and Harskamp (2009), which show a hints use 

for 50% of the problem items in the programme.  

We may conclude that the programme was usable in school practice, but 

not implemented fully. To improve programme implementation and make teachers 

help their individual students, extensive coaching will be needed in lesson 

preparation and during class.  

 



Research by Jacobse (2012) indicated that students used hints for at least 

half of the problem items offered. This programme was successful. But, students 

still used hints and did not solve the items or they did not use hints for items they 

could not solve. We assumed that if students would use hints more frequently and 

with more success in solving the items then the programme would be more 

effective in the posttest the students took.  

In our research, we provided students with more complex problems that 

were just a step beyond the students’ scope of mastery. We expected that in this 

way the students would use more help than the participants in Jacobse’s 

studies.We also changed the content and modality of the hints to make them more 

effective and again entice the students to use the hints more frequently. However, 

during supervision by the teachers no high frequency of hints usage (32%) was 

obtained (chapter 2). Neither were the hints frequently used when the programme 

was supervised by a researcher: 22%  28% reported in chapter 3 (the experiment 

with contentrelated and procedural hints) and 25% – 32% reported in chapter 6 

(the experiments with audio versus text hints). Only in the collaboration study 

(chapter 4) did the students use hints more often, approximately 70% on average in 

the collaborative condition and 50% on average in the individual condition. In the 
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The results of the first study seem to support our expectation that an audiovisual 

presentation of new and complex information is better understood by students 

than a visual only presentation (Clark & Mayer, 2011). The second study indicates 
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during supervision by the teachers no high frequency of hints usage (32%) was 

obtained (chapter 2). Neither were the hints frequently used when the programme 

was supervised by a researcher: 22%  28% reported in chapter 3 (the experiment 

with contentrelated and procedural hints) and 25% – 32% reported in chapter 6 

(the experiments with audio versus text hints). Only in the collaboration study 

(chapter 4) did the students use hints more often, approximately 70% on average in 

the collaborative condition and 50% on average in the individual condition. In the 
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individual setting, the rate of hints use was probably triggered by the provision of 

feedback at the start of each session about how the students used the programme. 

In the collaborative condition, the hints use might have been higher because the 

students had to play a role; the hints served as input to perform this role. A 

disadvantage of hints use as input for group discussion is, however, that it is more 

timeconsuming than individual hints use.  

Students are reluctant to use hints. For 7% to 23% of the items in chapter 2, 

3 and 6 the students gave incorrect answers but consulted no hints. This issue may 

be related to the way in which the students used the hints. Our study in chapter 2 

indicates that when using hints, the students tended to do so for all episodes. 

Apparently, they preferred support during the entire problem solving process over 

help which was limited to the episode which they had difficulty with. Another 

explanation could be that the students did not know precisely where in the problem 

solving process (in which episode) they needed help. Hence they addressed all hints 

available.  

Also other researchers have found that students tend to use help sparingly, 

and only when they do not know how to start or proceed. Once students have 

decided they need help, they want to address the full scale of support (Baker, 

Walonoski, Heffernan, Roll, Corbett, & Koedinger, 2008; Roll, Aleven, McLaren, & 

Koedinger, 2011).  

The results of chapter 2 suggest yet another explanation for the limited 

hints use: during the course of the programme students may become better 

problem solvers. In addition to a decline in hints use, we observed a stable number 

of items solved correctly, while their difficultly increased. This finding could mean 

that during the experiment the students’ problem solving skills improved.  

Another aspect regarding the issue of hints use is the free versus obligatory 

aspect. The effect of a compulsory use of hints was high. In chapter 5 and 6a, only a 

small number of problems were offered, while hints were presented with each of 

them. In our experiments, the students were willing to process the compulsory 

hints. We do not know, however, how students would respond if a programme 

entirely based on compulsory hints was offered.  

 

 

But, for solving problems independently it is important students learn to 

recognize when they are not able to proceed with a problem on their own and how 

to use help in the process. These are important metacognitive skills that enhance 

learning how to solve word problems (Jitendra, Star, Starosta, Leh, Sood, Caskie, & 

Mack, 2009; Kramarski & Friedman, 2014).  

Our research did not indicate that changing content or modality of hints 

increased the frequency of hints use. For the improvement of hints use, two 

approaches seem promising, however. First, there are the hints in the collaborative 

setting. It could be expected that whenever hints are used to fulfil roles which 

create a common ground for cognitive elaboration, the hints are used more 

frequently than in an individual setting. Second, in the individual condition, hints 

use could probably be improved by making them mandatory whenever the initial 

answer to the problem item is incorrect (Koedinger & Nathan, 2004).  

 



A second topic was whether the hints offered in the programme could be 

made more effective. Chapter 5 showed that a hintsbased programme is more 

effective in improving students’ skills in formulating correct solution plans than a 

programme without hints. This finding indicates that hints have a positive impact 

on word problem solving success. In chapter 3, we found that hints containing 

contentspecific information on the application of the episodes are more effective 

than hints consisting of merely general directions about the episodes. In other 

words: students need information for identifying the specific problem situation 

described in the item (episode read/analyse) and mapping out its mathematical 

relationships (episode explore) to formulate a correct solution plan (episode Plan) 

(Hegarty & Kozhevnikov, 1999). For these episodes contentrelated information 

makes the hints more effective.  

We also found that when processed in dyads, hints are more beneficial than 

when used individually. Chapter 4 indicated that when the students in the 

collaborative setting start a problem they often used the hints, but they also often 

solved problems in the programme correctly. It appeared that the discussions about 

the hint information contributed to the problem solving process. However, the 
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Another aspect regarding the issue of hints use is the free versus obligatory 
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small number of problems were offered, while hints were presented with each of 

them. In our experiments, the students were willing to process the compulsory 

hints. We do not know, however, how students would respond if a programme 

entirely based on compulsory hints was offered.  
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programme without hints. This finding indicates that hints have a positive impact 
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contentspecific information on the application of the episodes are more effective 

than hints consisting of merely general directions about the episodes. In other 

words: students need information for identifying the specific problem situation 

described in the item (episode read/analyse) and mapping out its mathematical 

relationships (episode explore) to formulate a correct solution plan (episode Plan) 

(Hegarty & Kozhevnikov, 1999). For these episodes contentrelated information 

makes the hints more effective.  

We also found that when processed in dyads, hints are more beneficial than 

when used individually. Chapter 4 indicated that when the students in the 

collaborative setting start a problem they often used the hints, but they also often 

solved problems in the programme correctly. It appeared that the discussions about 

the hint information contributed to the problem solving process. However, the 
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collaborative groups finished fewer problems and therefore gained less practice 

than the students working individually. So, in collaboration setting, where fewer 

items were finished, hints were only relatively more effective than in the individual 

setting where more items were finished. This issue may be tackled by intensive pre

training of students in the communication formats of the programme (Cheng, Li, 

Sun, & Huang, 2015). It is important that the collaborating students learn to 

process about as many items during a lesson as the individual students. 

Finally, chapter 6 showed that the hints became better comprehensible for 

the students if they were presented in audio form combined with visual schemas 

rather than through text directions plus visual schemas. Students who were offered 

spoken directions appeared to have more success in solving the problems in the 

programme. There are at least two alternative views to explain this outcome. One is 

that an audio hint burdens the working memory to a lesser extent than a text hint, 

making it easier to understand compared to textual information. The other 

explanation may lie in the specific mode of the human voice. Instruction presented 

by a human voice in a conversational style serves as a social cue which attracts the 

listener’s attention to a larger degree than a text presentation. It cannot yet be 

claimed with certainty which explanation is correct, but perhaps this finding is the 

result of a combination of the two (Moreno, 2005; Clark & Mayer, 2011).  

From our studies we may conclude that hints can still be made more 

effective. The proceduralcontent character of the hints in chapter 2 should be 

maintained, as proceduralonly hints are clearly less helpful. Also the use of a 

human voice for explaining the visual hint information is advised. When used as 

collaboration tools, hints may become more effective if students receive pre

training in efficiently communicating with their peers. Finally, in order to teach 

students how to make good use of the different problem solving episodes, we advise 

to maintain the framework of five episodes with hints based on Schoenfeld (see our 

studies in chapter 2, 3 and 4). 

 



Finally, we focussed on the relationship between making the programme 

more effective and the improvement of students’ problem solving skills in a post

 

 

test. The first study (chapter 2), in which teachers implemented the programme, 

indicated that the students’ problem solving skills had improved after its use. After 

controlling for their pretest scores, it was established that the students who had 

solved more items correctly in the programme had also achieved better in the post

test. This finding is in line with other studies using hintbased computer 

programmes to support word problem solving (e.g. Kramarski & Gutman, 2006; 

Teong, 2003; Chung & Tam, 2005; Jacobse, 2012; Jacobse & Harskamp, 2009).  

The study in chapter 3 demonstrated that the use of proceduralcontent 

hints yielded better posttest results than the use of proceduralonly information. 

The proceduralcontent hints not only offer help in using the episodes as such, but 

they also offer strategies on how to act in each episode (Bannert, Sonnenberg, 

Mengelkamp, & Pieger, 2015; Berthold, Nückles, & Renkl, 2007). The use of these 

hints promoted our sample students’ skills in solving word problems probably 

more than the use of procedural hints only. 

Chapter 6 showed us that hints delivered in an audiovisual mode had a 

more positive impact on the quality of our sample students’ solution plans than 

hints presented in a visualonly form. Furthermore, a programme with visualaudio 

hints was more effective than a programme with visual only hints. We suppose that 

audiovisual hints are easier to process, and the student can pay more attention to 

the solution process, which of course benefits the objective of learning to solve 

word problems independently. Chapter 5 shows that hints for the episode 

read/analyse can be just as effective for finding a solution plan for a problem as 

hints for the episode explore. But, we did not compare the effect of a complete 

programme with hints for these episodes on students’ posttest achievement. In 

chapter 6, we summarised the hints for a number of episodes into one, arguing that 

this condensed form could be just as effective in improving students’ problem 

solving skills. Nevertheless, we prefer students to be offered a framework of 

episodes with hints. A framework is considered to enhance their metacognitive 

skills, enabling them to develop a systematic problem solving approach.  

Finally, we like to point out that hints use in small collaborative groups to 

guide the elaboration process (chapter 4) may have a relatively larger effect on 
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collaborative groups finished fewer problems and therefore gained less practice 

than the students working individually. So, in collaboration setting, where fewer 
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maintained, as proceduralonly hints are clearly less helpful. Also the use of a 

human voice for explaining the visual hint information is advised. When used as 

collaboration tools, hints may become more effective if students receive pre

training in efficiently communicating with their peers. Finally, in order to teach 

students how to make good use of the different problem solving episodes, we advise 

to maintain the framework of five episodes with hints based on Schoenfeld (see our 

studies in chapter 2, 3 and 4). 
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test. This finding is in line with other studies using hintbased computer 
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Teong, 2003; Chung & Tam, 2005; Jacobse, 2012; Jacobse & Harskamp, 2009).  

The study in chapter 3 demonstrated that the use of proceduralcontent 

hints yielded better posttest results than the use of proceduralonly information. 

The proceduralcontent hints not only offer help in using the episodes as such, but 

they also offer strategies on how to act in each episode (Bannert, Sonnenberg, 

Mengelkamp, & Pieger, 2015; Berthold, Nückles, & Renkl, 2007). The use of these 

hints promoted our sample students’ skills in solving word problems probably 

more than the use of procedural hints only. 

Chapter 6 showed us that hints delivered in an audiovisual mode had a 

more positive impact on the quality of our sample students’ solution plans than 

hints presented in a visualonly form. Furthermore, a programme with visualaudio 

hints was more effective than a programme with visual only hints. We suppose that 

audiovisual hints are easier to process, and the student can pay more attention to 

the solution process, which of course benefits the objective of learning to solve 

word problems independently. Chapter 5 shows that hints for the episode 

read/analyse can be just as effective for finding a solution plan for a problem as 

hints for the episode explore. But, we did not compare the effect of a complete 

programme with hints for these episodes on students’ posttest achievement. In 

chapter 6, we summarised the hints for a number of episodes into one, arguing that 

this condensed form could be just as effective in improving students’ problem 

solving skills. Nevertheless, we prefer students to be offered a framework of 

episodes with hints. A framework is considered to enhance their metacognitive 

skills, enabling them to develop a systematic problem solving approach.  

Finally, we like to point out that hints use in small collaborative groups to 

guide the elaboration process (chapter 4) may have a relatively larger effect on 
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students’ problem solving skills than individual hints use. Our results, however, 

give only indications for the support of this statement and no hard evidence.  


 

 In most of our studies, the hints use was optional. This approach led to 

correct answers to the problem items, but sometimes it did not. In order to explain 

how the use of hints influenced our students’ problem solving skills, we need to 

understand why students sometimes chose to address hints, and why at other times 

they did not. How did this use of hints affect their problemsolving processes? Our 

studies have shown relationships between hints use and success in the programme. 

However, no solid conclusions can be drawn about the causal link between hints 

use and the improvement of students’ problem solving skills in the posttests.  

 
An issue which could be considered as another limitation of our research is that the 

effects of the studies were only measured via posttests administered directly after 

the interventions. This means that the longterm effects of the studies on students’ 

problem solving skills are unknown.  

 



 

Our studies give rise to new questions that might be addressed in future research 

on supporting word problem solving.  

 



To understand why hints have an effect, it is important that students only 

use them when they really need them. Hints should not be addressed randomly, but 

be chosen consciously whenever one is not able to continue on one’s own (Gräsel, 

Fischer, & Mandl, 2001; Slavin & Lake, 2008). Ideally, a problem is first read, an 

estimation is made of how to solve it, and then help is requested, if necessary. We 

argue that whenever a student chooses to address hints, they should be smoothly 

integrated into the steps made in the solution process so far. But, the students in 

our sample sometimes finished items incorrectly, but after consulting hints or they 

did not consult hints (see also: Jacobse & Harskamp, 2009; Jacobse, 2012). As we 

 

 

have seen in our research, briefness or helpfulness are not the only determining 

factors in the students’decision to use hints.  

To gain more insight into students’ motives and thought processes, use 

could be made of a thinkaloud approach. The student in an individual research 

setting could be asked to read a word problem, think about it and explain his or her 

solution plan. Then, the student indicates whether or not he/she thinks the 

solution plan is correct (Judgement of Learning; Schraw, 2012). If the student has 

an incorrect solution, hints for the episodes: read/ analyse, explore and plan are 

offered and student is asked to choose a hint and explain why (for which episode 

he/ she thinks help is needed). Then, after solliciting the hints, the student is asked 

again to verbalises a solution plan. By studying students’ decisions and thinkaloud 

protocols, more insight could be gained into how well students know they are able 

to solve a problem, how deliberate they can choose hints and how the use of hints 

influences their solution process. This knowledge may shed more light on how to 

improve hints use (Jacobse & Harskamp, 2012).  

Hints use may be increased by making it compulsory whenever a student 

fails to provide a correct first answer. A relevant question in this respect is, 

however, whether students will accept help in this situation and be able to use the 

information effectively. We may expect that this is not always the case (Aleven & 

Koedinger, 2000; Baker, Corbett, & Koedinger, 2004). Two factors which possibly 

influence the decision to seek instructional help are students’ personality 

characteristics and their motivation to learn (Capuano, D´Aniello, Gaeta, & 

Miranda, 2015; Zhang, De Pablos, & Xu, 2014). In this context, future studies could 

be directed at the effect of free versus compulsory hints in a word problem solving 

programme. This research could take the form of a think aloud study where 

students’ use of hints and its influence on their solution plans is investigated on the 

basis of a compulsory versus a free hints condition.  

The research on the topic of why and how students use hints may provide 

new knowledge which could be used to design even more effective computer and 

training programmes. The latter could preinstruct teachers in training their 

students in making conscious decisions regarding the use of hints when they are 

not able to proceed on their own. 
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students’ problem solving skills than individual hints use. Our results, however, 

give only indications for the support of this statement and no hard evidence.  
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fails to provide a correct first answer. A relevant question in this respect is, 

however, whether students will accept help in this situation and be able to use the 

information effectively. We may expect that this is not always the case (Aleven & 
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be directed at the effect of free versus compulsory hints in a word problem solving 

programme. This research could take the form of a think aloud study where 

students’ use of hints and its influence on their solution plans is investigated on the 

basis of a compulsory versus a free hints condition.  

The research on the topic of why and how students use hints may provide 

new knowledge which could be used to design even more effective computer and 
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More empirical evidence is required to show that students profit from hints 

use and actually solve problems they would not solve without hints (Makel & 

Plucker, 2014). We filled in the hints with ideas from research by others and some 

of our own. But, are these hints effective? The research in chapter 5 indicates that 

read/analyse hints and explore hints are just as effective. Will this hold true in 

further research? For the read/analyse hint, for example, we assumed that 

underlining the main parts of the text possibly triggers the students in visualising 

the problem situation. But, does it also influence students’ insight into the number 

relationships in the problem? Furthermore, do explore hints affect the way in 

which students form their mental models of the mathematical relationships in the 

word problems, and how this influences their solution plans? Finally, we need more 

information on how Plan hints improve students’ solution plans. Do plan hints 

really trigger students to compare the solution plan suggested in the hint with their 

own? Or do students just copy the example from the hint and forget about their 

own way of solving a problem? These suggestions need further research to improve 

the quality of the hints and the way hints can be used in computer programmes.  

In chapter 4, we investigated in which condition the use of hints is more 

beneficial, in a collaborative or in an individual setting. Despite the students’ lack 

of communication skills when starting the collaboration, the final results seem 

promising enough to conduct a follow up study. Students would then first need 

training in rephrasing the hints into clear summarised messages for their partner 

problem solver. Secondly, to be able to save time they would need tuition in fast 

typing and the use of a brief style of communication. Furthermore, properly 

organising the available time would also be an issue in the new experiments. Our 

study taught us that 20 minutes to solve 6 problem items is sufficient in the 

individual setting, but not in the collaborative condition. However, once the 

students are adequately trained in communicating efficiently, they should be able 

to complete the 6 items within the given time limit. After these preparations the 

replica studies could be started, but containing a more extensive series of lessons 

than in the former research.  

 

 

 



Chapter 2 indicated that the absence of teacher feedback on the students’ 

achievements hampered the full implementation of the programme in school 

practice. Better use by the teachers of the log files, for example, to map out which 

students are lagging behind and need extra guidance, would improve the 

programme’s effectiveness. The teachers may also receive training in how to 

analyse the data on the individual students. Here they could learn to detect the 

weaker students on the basis of the progress data, and coach them accordingly, 

especially those who underperform. Therefore, our recommendation is to integrate 

the computer programme into the curriculum materials used in the daily 

mathematics lessons. In the study described in chapter 2, the programme and the 

regular math lessons were separated. Integrating the mathematics textbooks with 

the computer programme may improve the scope of the latter’s implementation 

(Guskey & Yoon, 2009). This integration could include facilitating students, for 

example, with weekly quizzes for testing the basic skills taught in the curriculum as 

well as with additional problem items which require the application of these skills. 

Teachers could also be offered suggestions for additional instruction. This 

approach may increase the teachers’ interest in actively monitoring the students’ 

performance and helping them to better improve their problem solving skills.  

Teachers could also be supported by training and coaching in the use of the 

episodes, on the basis, for example, of the problem items from both the programme 

and the textbook. In workshops teachers could be instructed in the specifics of the 

programme, how it fits in the curriculum they teach and how it can be implemented 

in class. Further support may consist of supplying the teachers with overviews of 

the students’ progress in both the textbook and the problem solving programme, 

plus coaching in the classroom. A larger emphasis on problem solving by the 

teachers, however, may not be easily achieved. They are generally specifically 

focussed on teaching the basic skills of mathematics (Inspectorate of Education, 

2008). Therefore, the integration of mathematical problem solving in the everyday 

routine of mathematics education is a relevant issue, which certainly deserves 

additional research.  
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Een belangrijke doelstelling binnen het onderwijs is dat leerlingen in staat zijn om 

rekenproblemen op te lossen. Rekenproblemen worden ook wel 

toepassingsopgaven genoemd. Ze komen vaak voor in rekenmethoden die hogere 

leerjaren van de basisschool gebruiken en in rekentoetsen zoals die van het CITO.. 

Toepassingsopgaven zijn vooral bedoeld om leerlingen te leren hoe ze hun reken of 

wiskundekennis in min of meer realistische situaties zelf kunnen toepassen. Die 

vaardigheid wordt in onze maatschappij steeds belangrijker (Martin & Mullis, 

2013). De opgaven kennen een vaste opbouw: met tekst en soms ook een afbeelding 

krijgen de leerlingen een probleemsituatie aangeboden en daarna volgt een vraag 

die vereist dat leerlingen hun rekenkennis gaan gebruiken. Bijvoorbeeld: Iedere 

maand krijgt Ida 35 euro zakgeld. Van dit geld spaart ze 2/5 deel om een IPod te 

kopen. De IPod die ze op het oog heeft kost 144 euro. Ida besteedt het andere deel 

van haar zakgeld aan leuke dingen. Ze heeft al 45 euro gespaard. Hoeveel 

maanden minstens moet ze nog sparen om de IPod te kunnen kopen? 

De informatie over de probleemsituatie is in toepassingsopgaven vaak 

duidelijk herkenbaar voor leerlingen. De moeilijkheid van deze opgaven voor 

leerlingen ligt aan de afleiders in de tekst (hier: dat Ida het andere deel aan leuke 

dingen besteedt) en aan de rekenbewerkingen die nodig zijn (hier: aftrek en 

deelbewerking). Het herkennen van een enkele rekenbewerking in een opgave is 

meestal makkelijker dan het herkennen van een combinatie van bewerkingen.  

Het oplossen van toepassingsopgaven vinden leerlingen vaak moeilijker 

dan het oplossen van kale sommen. In de rekenmethoden wordt aan het oplossen 

van toepassingsopgaven vaak geen speciale aandacht besteed. Er zijn 

computerprogramma’s ontwikkeld om leerlingen te helpen om door oefenen op 

internet meer vaardigheid te krijgen in het oplossen van opgaven en in de stappen 

die je moet nemen om dergelijke opgaven op te lossen.  

 




